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Abstract
Deep neural networks with adaptive configurations have
gained increasing attention due to the instant and flexible
deployment of these models on platforms with different resource budgets. In this paper, we investigate a novel option to achieve this goal by enabling adaptive bit-widths
of weights and activations in the model. We first examine
the benefits and challenges of training quantized model with
adaptive bit-widths, and then experiment with several approaches including direct adaptation, progressive training
and joint training. We discover that joint training is able to
produce comparable performance on the adaptive model as
individual models. We also propose a new technique named
Switchable Clipping Level (S-CL) to further improve quantized models at the lowest bit-width. With our proposed
techniques applied on a bunch of models including MobileNet V1/V2 and ResNet50, we demonstrate that bit-width
of weights and activations is a new option for adaptively
executable deep neural networks, offering a distinct opportunity for improved accuracy-efficiency trade-off as well as
instant adaptation according to the platform constraints in
real-world applications.

1. Introduction
Recent development of deep learning enables application
of deep neural networks across a wide range of platforms that
present different resource constraints. For example, popular
mobile apps such as TikTok and Snapchat on portable devices pose stringent requirements on response latency and
energy consumption, while visual recognition system embedded in a self-driving vehicle [13, 40] is more demanding on fast and accurate prediction. Besides, for medical
application [22, 53] applied with portable testing systems,
implementing efficient model will accelerate the diagnosing
process to save time for doctor and patient. The problem
is more serious if other factors are taken into account, such
as aging of hardware, battery conditions, as well as dif∗ Equal Contribution. Work is done when Qing Jin is an intern at
ByteDance.

ferent versions of software systems. To serve applications
under all these scenarios with drastically different requirements, different models tailored for different resource budgets can be devised either manually [14, 15, 16, 37] or automatically through neural architecture search [39, 56, 57].
This strategy is beneficial for optimal trade-offs with a fixed
combination of constraints, but is not economical, because
it requires time-consuming training and benchmarking for
each of these models, which prohibits instant adaptation to
favor different scenarios. To tackle this problem, recent
work focuses on training a single model that is flexible and
scalable. For example, [49] proposes a method where the
number of channels can be adjusted through changing the
width-multiplier in each layer. Inspired by this work, [3]
integrates adaptation of depth, width and kernel size altogether, and achieves better trade-offs between performance
and efficiency through progressive training. [48] adopts the
same strategy with scaling up factors, but uses simultaneous
training algorithm to achieve improved predictive accuracy.
Surprisingly, albeit the above-mentioned methods
achieve the desired flexibility of adaptive deployment, bitwidth of weights and intermediate activations, as another
degree of freedom, is almost overlooked in previous work.
Suppose we can adaptively choose bit-width for a neural network during inference without further training, it will provide an distinct opportunity for more powerful model compression and acceleration. As an example, compared with
model with full-precision, quantizing MobileNet V2 to 6-bit
compresses the model size by roughly 4.74× and reduces
the BitOPs by 14.25×1, while scaling the model’s channel
numbers by a width-multiplier of 0.35× only shrinks the
model size by 2.06× and cuts down the FLOPs by 5.10×.
Moreover, as presented in [18], 6-bit MobileNet V2 demonstrates improved predictive capability than the full-precision
counterpart, while reducing channel numbers to 0.35× will
significantly impair its performance [37]. It becomes more
contrastive if other constraints are taken into account, such
as memory cost, latency and energy consumption. Addi1According to the IEEE Standard 754, floating-point number is represented with 23-bits mantissa, and here we simplify the analysis by approximating the effective BitOPs of floating-point multiplication with 23-bit
fixed-point multiplication.
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tionally, adaptive bit-widths is generally applicable to most
key building blocks of deep neural networks, including timeconsuming convolutional and fully-connected layers. Meanwhile, adaptive deployment will also introduce negligible
computation, as discussed in [49]. Figure 1 illustrates the
basic concept of quantization with adaptive bit-widths.
At the first glance, adaptive bit-widths might be trivial
and handy, as weights and activations with different precisions may not differ from each other very much. If so,
model trained under some specific precision will be able to
directly provide good performance under other bit-widths.
However, as we will see in the following, such naïve method
is not applicable, because important information will be
lost during shrinkage or enlargement of bit-widths in the
neural network. Even more deliberate method of progressively training quantized models with different bit-width(s)
fails to achieve the optimal performance, as the finetuning
process sabotages important property of the model, thus significantly diminishes the validation accuracy of the model
when quantized back to the original bit-width.
All the above evidence indicates that quantization with
adaptive bit-widths does not come as free lunch as it might
appear, but is more subtle and involves new mechanisms that
require meticulously designed techniques. In this work, we
try to investigate this topic, and study specific methods to
train quantized neural networks adaptive to different requirements. We utilize the state-of-the-art learning-based quantization method of Scale-Adjusted Training [18] as a baseline
scheme for individual-precision quantization. We find that
an adaptive model produced by a joint quantization approach
with a key treatment to the clipping level parameters [6] is
able to achieve comparable performance with individualprecision models on several bit-widths. The treatment to
the clipping levels is named Switchable Clipping Level (SCL). S-CL accommodates large activation values for highprecision quantization, and prevents undesired increasing
of clipping levels for low-precision cases. Through some
empirical analysis, we find that unnecessarily large clipping
levels might cause large quantization error, and impact the
performance of quantized model, especially on the lowest
precision. To our best knowledge, this work is the first
to tackle this problem of producing quantized models with
adaptive bit-widths.
This paper is organized as following. After summarizing
some related works in Section 2, we first revisit the recent
work of scale-adjusted training (SAT) [18], which is adopted
in our whole study. In Section 4, we first illustrate potential
benefits and challenges of quantization with adaptive bitwidths. Then we propose a joint training approach with
a new technique named switchable clipping level based on
the analysis of some baseline results. In Section 5, we
show that with the proposed techniques, the adaptive models
could achieve comparable accuracies as individual ones on

different bit-widths and for a wide range of models including
MobileNet V1/V2 and ResNet50.

2. Related Work
Neural Network Quantization Neural network quantization has long been studied since the very beginning of the
recent blooming era of deep learning, including binarization [1, 7, 8, 36], quantization [20, 51, 54] and ensemble
method [55]. Initially, uniform precision quantization is
adopted inside the whole network, where all layers share the
same bit-width [17, 19, 28, 31, 32, 33, 46, 52]. Recent work
employs neural architecture search methods for model quantization, which implements mixed-precision strategy where
different bit-widths are assigned to different layers or even
channels [10, 26, 41, 42, 44]. [18] analyzes the problem of
efficient training for neural network quantization, and proposes a scale-adjusted training (SAT) technique, achieving
state-of-the-art performance. However, the possibility of
developing a single model applicable at different bit-widths
is still not well-examined, and it remains unclear how to
achieve this purpose.
Neural Architecture Search Neural architecture search
(NAS) gains increasing popularity in recent study [4, 21, 24,
27, 34, 43, 45, 56]. Specifically, the searching strategy is
adopted in other aspects of optimizing neural networks, such
as automatic tuning of various training hyper-parameters including activation function [35] and data augmentation [9].
The NAS algorithms also benefit other tasks, such as generative adversarial networks [11], object detection [5] and
segmentation [23]. As mentioned above, neural architecture search method for quantization is also actively studied
in recent literature. However, NAS is computationally expensive, and usually requires time-consuming re-training or
finetuning. Recent work has reduced the searching time by
a large extent through one-shot architecture search [2, 38].
However, the resulting models are still inflexible, prohibiting their application in adaptive scenarios. Generally, conventional NAS methods are more suitable for optimizing a
single model under specific resource constraints.
Adaptive neural networks Different from but related to
NAS, [49] proposes to simultaneously train a single model
with different width multipliers, to achieve instant adaptation for different application requirements. Following this
line, [3] explores adjustment of width, depth and kernel
sizes simultaneously, achieving better predictive accuracy
under the same computational constraints through progressive training. [48] extends similar strategy to large-size models, and further employs a NAS algorithm to discover better
models. However, these methods neglect the option of quantization with different bit-widths in their strategies, leaving
quantization with adaptive bit-widths an open problem.
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Figure 1. Deployment of neural networks with different bit-widths according to the computational budget. Left: Individually train several
quantized models with different bit-widths for each scenario. Right: Train a single model quantized with adpative bit-widths and switch to
the proper bit-width in real application based on the device condition.

3. Revisiting Scale-Adjusted Training (SAT)

4. Quantization with Adaptive Bit-widths

Quantization usually comes with performance degeneration, as the model capacity is significantly reduced in comparison with the full-precision counterpart. However, a recent study [18] demonstrates that a large portion of accuracy
degradation is caused by inefficient training where learningbased quantization, potentially acting as a regularization,
actually provides an opportunity to improve generalization
capability. The key idea is that quantized models usually
enforce large variance in their weights, which brings about
over-fitting issue during training. Based on this finding, [18]
proposes a simple yet effective method, called scale-adjusted
training (SAT), which scales the weights down to a healthy
level for network optimization. Specifically, constant scaling
is applied to the quantized weights of linear layers without
BN by
1
Qij
(1)
Q∗ij = p
nout VAR[Qrs ]

In this section, we first examine the benefits and challenges of quantization with adaptive bit-widths. We explore direct adaptation and progressive quantization as two
straightforward methods towards this goal with unsatisfying
results. We then propose a novel joint quantization approach
to deal with the challenge and achieve the same level performance with the adaptive models compared to the individual
models.

where Qij is a quantized weight and nout is the number of
output neurons in this layer. By combining with a quantization approach named parameterized clipping activation
(PACT) [6], SAT facilitates more efficient training, enabling
quantized models to perform consistently and significantly
better than conventional quantization techniques, sometimes
even surpassing their full-precision counterparts. Due to
the numerous algorithms for neural network quantization, it
is difficult, if not impossible, to experiment with different
quantization algorithms for the adaptive bit-widths problem.
To this end, we adopt the PACT algorithm with the SAT technique, which gives the state-of-the-art performance for neural network quantization, throughout all of our experiments.
For brevity, we refer to this approach as SAT.

4.1. Benefit and Challenges
Neural network quantization provides significant reduction in model size, latency, and energy consumption. Training a single quantized models executable at different bitwidths poses a great opportunity for flexible and adaptive
deployment since models with larger bit-width are still consistently better than those with smaller bit-width. Actually,
for MobileNet V1/V2, changing the bit-width from 4bit to
8bit can enlarge the model size by 1.7× and the BitOPs by
3.2×, while the predictive accuracy can change by 1.5%
on the ImageNet dataset with SAT [18]. From this we can
see that there is a noticeable trade-off between accuracy and
efficiency on quantized models. In the following, we will
first investigate two straightforward methods for adaptive
bit-widths, which will reveal some key challenges of this
problem.
4.1.1

Modified DoReFa Scheme

Before more detailed analysis, we would like to emphasize
a distinct difficulty encountered in quantized models with
adaptive bit-widths. The DoReFa scheme [51] is adopted
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Figure 2. Comparison of two quantization schemes: original scheme (Eq. (2)) and modified scheme (Eq. (3)).

in the original SAT method for weight quantization, where
weights are quantized with
1j m
ax
qk (x) =
a

(2)

Here, ⌊·⌉ indicates rounding to the nearest integer, and a
equals 2k − 1 where k is the number of quantization bits.
However, as illustrated in Figure 2, such a scheme is not
practical for quantization with adaptive bit-width, as there
is no direct mapping between weights quantized to different
bit-widths, disabling direct conversion of quantized models
from a bit-width to lower bit-widths. It necessitates storage
of the full-precision weights, and the quantization procedure
needs to be repeated for different bit-widths during model deployment. This significantly increases the size of the stored
model, and greatly limits the applications of the model. To
accommodate simple conversion of quantized models, we
modify the scheme to use a quantization function given by
qk (x) =

j k

1
min b
ax , b
a−1
b
a

(3)

Here, ⌊·⌋ indicates the floor rounding function, and b
a equals
2k where k is the number of quantization bits. This quantizing function does not differ quite much from that for the
original DoReFa scheme, and should give similar performance for quantized model. Moreover, as shown in Figure 2, it enables direct adaptation from higher bit-width to
lower bit-width through discarding lower bits in the weights
directly. We formulate this capacity with the following theorem which can be easily proved.
Theorem 1 For any x in [0, 1] and any two positive integers
a > b,
⌊2a x⌋ >> (a − b) = ⌊2b x⌋
(4)
In the following, we first utilize the original DoReFa
scheme to explore quantization with adaptive bit-widths,
and compare with the SAT method [18]. More experiment
results will be provided using both the original scheme and
the modified scheme in Section 5.

4.1.2

Direct Adaptation

We first investigate whether quantized models trained on
one bit-width can be directly used on other bit-widths. This
cheap approach could be viable since weights with different
bit-widths might be close to each other in value. To check
if this method is practical, we evaluate the validation accuracy of ResNet50 on ImageNet by adjusting the bit-width
to several different settings, where the original weights are
trained under either the lowest or the highest bit-width (2
bit and 4 bit in this case, respectively). As indicated in previous research [18], quantization with different bit-widths
entails difference in variances of weights and activations, as
illustrated in Figure 3. Thus the networks trained on one bitwidth suffer from the mismatch of the layer statistics when
evaluated on another bit-width. To alleviate this problem,
we apply batch norm (BN) calibration introduced in [47]
to calibrate the statistics in batch normalization layers for
reasonable comparison.
The results with and without BN calibration are listed in
Table 1, together with performance of models trained and
evaluated under the same bit-width using SAT. It is shown
that without BN calibration, models trained on one bit degenerate significantly on another bit. With BN calibration,
model trained on 2 bit successfully preserves the performance on larger bits, but is still inferior to results achieved
by directly training on the large bits; also, model trained
on 4 bit degenerates severely on smaller bits. In summary,
models trained and evaluated in different bit-widths are not
suitable for adaptive deployment of quantization models due
to the difference in training and evaluation settings. Particularly, models trained with larger bit-width suffer from more
serious performance degeneration when quantized to lower
precision, while training with smaller bit-width limits the
potential of models deployed on higher precision.
4.1.3

Progressive Quantization

The above analysis demonstrates that quantization with
adaptive bit-widths is not directly available from models
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Figure 3. Impact of quantization on variances of weights and activation under different bit-widths. The variance of both quantized weights
and activations gets larger when the bit-wdith gets smaller.
Model
4 bit Trained (wo/ BN calib)
2 bit Trained (wo/ BN calib)
4 bit Trained (w/ BN calib)
2 bit Trained (w/ BN calib)
SAT [18]

4 bit
76.3
41.1
76.3
73.4
76.3

3 bit
67.1
48.7
73.2
73.2
75.9

2 bit
0.3
73.3
20.3
73.3
73.3

Table 1. Direct adaptation of models trained on 2 and 4 bits on different bit-widths, with and without batch norm calibration. Results
are top-1 validation accuracy (%) of ResNet50 on ImageNet.

trained with individual bit-width. In this section, we investigate the possibility of progressive training, where a quantized model is trained on multiple bit-widths sequentially. It
can be conducted in two ways, where the bit-width for training can be gradually increased or decreased. We experiment
with both methods for ResNet50 on ImageNet. For either
case, we use the model trained individually with the highest
(lowest) bit-width as the initial point, which is finetuned with
the second highest (lowest) bit-width, and further finetuned
with the next bit-width. We continue this finetuning process until all bit-widths under consideration are processed.
For each phase of finetuning, the same hyper-parameters are
adopted as those for training individual quantization. Also,
BN calibration is applied to the final model on different bitwidths for reasonable comparison. The results are shown in
Table 2.
In Table 2, the model first trained with 2 bit and finetuned with ascending bit-width achieves good result at the
final 4 bit, but is corrupted on lower bits. The model first
trained with 4 bit and fine-tuned with descending bit-width
only achieve slightly better performance than directly applying 2 bit model on multiple bits in Table 1, which does
not preserve performance of the higher 3 and 4 bits. The
above results indicate that progressive training might have
introduced undesired perturbation to the model trained previously, which impairs its original performance. This shows
the progressive training method is still not suitable for models with adaptive bit-widths.

Model
Ascending Bit-width
Descending Bit-width
SAT [18]

4 bit
76.3
73.9
76.3

3 bit
73.4
73.6
75.9

2 bit
29.5
73.5
73.3

Table 2. Results of progressive quantization with ascending/descending bit-widths of ResNet50 on ImageNet. Results are
top-1 validation accuracy (%).
Model
Vanilla AdaBits
SAT [18]

8 bit
72.4
72.6

6 bit
72.5
72.3

5 bit
72.1
71.9

4 bit
70.8
71.3

Table 3. Results of Vanilla AdaBits with MobileNet V1 on ImageNet with four bit-widths. Results are top-1 validation accuracy
(%).

4.2. Joint Quantization
The above results show that sequential training does not
preserve the model characteristics in previously trained bitwidths, which indicates that the model weights for different
bit-widths should be jointly optimized. Specifically, we
adopt a joint training approach similar to slimmable neural networks [49]. Instead of training models with different
channel numbers, we simultaneously train models under different bit-widths with shared weights. Also, as mentioned
above, quantization with different bit-widths leads to different variances of quantized weights and activations. Based on
this, we adopt the switchable batch normalization technique
introduced in [49]. We call this method Vanilla AdaBits,
and the performance is listed in Table 3. It can be seen that
models trained with all of the bit-widths achieve comparable
performance as those trained individually, which validates
the effectiveness of this approach. However, there is still
a performance gap for the lowest bit-width at 4 bit, which
is 0.5% lower than the individually trained model. This is
undesired and further improvement needs to be made.
In the PACT algorithm adopted by SAT, the activations
of each layer will be first clipped by a learned parameter α
2150

MobileNet V1 on ImageNet (SAT)
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bit-width while it increases significantly with increase of
clipping level for lower bit-width. Based on the results from
Figure 4, the clipping levels learned by Vanilla Adabits may
substantially increase the quantization error for the lowest 4
bit, but do not affect those of the other bit-widths much. Note
this is only a qualitative analysis and the quantization errors
shown in Figure 5 are not proportional to the quantization
errors in the trained networks.
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Figure 4. Clipping levels in different layers for models trained
individually with different bit-widths (solid lines) or trained with
Vanilla AdaBits (dashed line). Note that the clipping level of a
layer refers to the clipping level for the output of this layer. The
outputs of the last layer are not clipped.
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named clipping level, and then quantized to discrete numbers. Specifically, an activation value x is first clipped to
the interval [0, α], then scaled, quantized and rescaled to
produce the quantized value q as
i
1h
(5a)
x
e = |x| − |x − α| + α
2
x
e
q = αqk
(5b)
α
Note that in the original paper of PACT [6], the authors
found that different bit-widths result in different clipping
levels. In the Vanilla AdaBits, the clipping levels of different bit-widths are shared, which may potentially disturb the
optimization process of the network.
To understand the underlying mechanism of the degeneration at the lowest bit-width, we plot the clipping levels from
different layers in models trained individually with different
bit-widths. As shown in Figure 4, the clipping levels strongly
correlates with the bit-width. For the individually trained
models, higher bit-widths result in larger values of clipping
levels. In the Vanilla Adabits model, the learned clipping
levels tend to be smaller than those of high-precision cases,
but are larger than those from the model with the lowest bitwidth. To understand the relationship between quantization
error and clipping levels, we study the characteristics using
a synthetic linear layer with 1000 input neurons where the
weights are sampled from N (0, 1/1000) and activations are
sampled from a uniform distribution on the interval [0, 1].
For each bit-width, the products of the weights and the activations are fed to the ReLU function to obtain quantized
outputs with different clipping levels. The relative error between the full-precision outputs and the quantized outputs
are calculated. We plot this quantization error with respect
to the clipping levels in Figure 5. It shows that different
bit-widths have different behaviors. Quantization error only
increases slowly with increase of clipping level for higher

5.0
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12.5

15.0

17.5
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Figure 5. Relationship between relative quantization error and the
clipping level α for different bit-widths with a synthetic layer. The
dots denote the optimal values of α for least quantization error at
different bit-widths.

4.2.1

Switchable Clipping Level

The above observation indicates that facilitating proper clipping levels for each bit-width could be a key factor for optimal performance of AdaBits models. One set of shared clipping levels is difficult, if not impossible, to satisfy requirements from different bit-widths. To this end, we propose a
simple treatment to the clipping levels, named Switchable
Clipping Level (S-CL), that employs independent clipping
levels for different bit-widths in each layer. During training
of quantized models with adaptive bit-widths, S-CL switch
to a corresponding set of clipping levels for each bit-width
in all layers. This avoids the clipping level parameters being
interfered by other bit-widths, especially undesired quantization error introduced by too large or too small clipping
levels for the current bit-width. In this way, the performance
degeneration issue on the lowest bit-width using Vanilla Adabits can be alleviated.
The model size is almost unchanged with S-CL, which is
a negligible portion of less than 0.1‰. For instance, the byte
size ratio of clipping levels with other trainable parameters
is 0.0246‰ for MobileNet V1, 0.0588‰ for MobileNet V2,
and 0.0084‰ for ResNet50. Meanwhile, S-CL introduces
almost no runtime overhead. After re-configuring the model
with desired bit-width, it becomes a normal network to run
without additional latency and memory cost. These advantages make it a very practical and economical solution to the
adaptive bit-widths problem.
2151

5. Experiments
We evaluate our AdaBits algorithm on the ImageNet classification task and compare the resulted models with those
quantized individually with different bit-widths. After that,
we analyze the clipping levels in different layers from an AdaBits model. Finally, we give discussion and present some
future work.

5.1. ImageNet Classification
To examine our proposed methods, we quantize several
representative models with adaptive bit-widths, including
MobileNet V1/V2 and ResNet50, and evaluate them on the
ImageNet dataset, using AdaBits algorithm.
We follow the same quantization strategy as SAT [18],
which first trains a full-precision model, and then uses it as
initialization for training the quantized model. The same
training hyperparameters and settings are shared between
pretraining and finetuning, including initial learning rate,
learning rate scheduler, weight decay, the number of epochs,
optimizer, batch size, etc. The input images to the model are
set to unsigned 8bit integer (uint8), and no standardization
(neither demeaning nor normalization) is applied. For the
first and last layers, weights are quantized with bit-width of
8 [6], while the input to the last layer is quantized with the
same precision as other layers. Meanwhile, bias in the last
fully-connected layer(s) and the batch normalization layers
are not quantized.
To make a fair comparison, we adopt the same hyperparameters as SAT [18]. The learning rate is initialized to
0.05, and updated every iteration for totally 150 epochs with
a cosine learing rate scheduler [25] without restart. Parameters are updated by a SGD optimizer, Nesterov momentum
with a momentum weight of 0.9 without damping. Weight
decay is set to 4 × 10−5 . For MobileNet V1/V2, the batch
size is set to 2048, while for ResNet50 it is 1024. The
warmup strategy suggested in [12] is adopted by linearly
increasing the learning rate every iteration to a larger value
(batch size/256×0.05) for the first five epochs before using
the cosine annealing scheduler. The input image is randomly
cropped to 224×224 and randomly flipped horizontally, and
is kept as 8 bit unsigned integer with no standardization applied. Besides, we use full-precision models with clamped
weight as initial points to finetune quantized models.
The results for these models are summarized in Table 4,
where we list the Top-1 accuracy on ImageNet classification
task, together with model size and BitOPs. We show results
with the original DoReFa scheme for MobileNet V1/V2 and
ResNet50, and results with the modified scheme described
in Section 4.1.1 for MobileNet V1/V2. We do not include
results on the modified scheme for ResNet50, since we found
the 2-bit model in this setting does not converge. We use a
prefix of AB- to indicate model quantized with AdaBits. Result of the SAT approach [18] is also reported as reference,

which based on our knowledge presents the state-of-theart performance on model quantization. We find that our
method is able to achieve almost the same performance as
individual quantization for all models across all bit-widths
using original scheme. Compared to progressive quantization with ascending bit-width in Table 2, AdaBits approach on ResNet50 significantly boost the performance on
the lowest 2 bit. Compared to progressive quantization with
descending bit-width, AdaBits boost accuracy of 2.2% on
4-bit ResNet50 and 2.2% on 3-bit ResNet50, respectively.
Compared to Vanilla AdaBits, our final approach with S-CL
increase performance on the lowest 4 bit by 0.3% on MobileNet V1 with the original scheme. For models with the
modified scheme, AdaBits also achieve similar performance
as individual models. The benefit of the modified scheme
is that it allows direct adaptation from higher bit-width to
lower bit-width which only requires storing the quantized
weights for the highest bit-width to greatly reduce the model
size. The AdaBits models with the original scheme still need
to store full precision weights in order to produce quantized
weights in each bit-width. Our results prove that adaptive
bit-width is an additional option for adaptive models, which
is able to further improve trade-offs between efficiency and
accuracy for deep neural networks.

5.2. Illustration of clipping levels
To understand the impact of S-CL, we visualize the clipping levels from different layers in AB-MobileNet V1 with
the original scheme in Figure 6. We find different bit-widths
indeed lead to different values of clipping levels, which generally follow the order that larger bits have relatively larger
clipping levels as in the individual models. By privatizing
clipping levels to different bit-widths, different optimal values of clipping levels for different bit-widths can be selected
and the optimization of the model can be improved.

MobileNet V1 on ImageNet (AdaBits)
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Figure 6. Clipping levels in different layers from AB-MobileNet
V1.
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Individual Quantization (SAT)
Scheme

Original

Modified

Name

Adaptive Bit-widths

Bit-width

Size

Top-1 Acc.

MobileNet V1
MobileNet V1
MobileNet V1
MobileNet V1

8 bit
6 bit
5 bit
4 bit

4.10 MB
3.34 MB
2.96 MB
2.58 MB

72.6
72.3
71.9
71.3

MobileNet V2
MobileNet V2
MobileNet V2
MobileNet V2

8 bit
6 bit
5 bit
4 bit

3.44 MB
2.92 MB
2.66 MB
2.40 MB

72.5
72.3
72.0
71.1

ResNet50
ResNet50
ResNet50

4 bit
3 bit
2 bit

13.34 MB
10.55 MB
7.75 MB

76.3
75.9
73.3

MobileNet V1
MobileNet V1
MobileNet V1
MobileNet V1

8 bit
6 bit
5 bit
4 bit

4.10 MB
3.34 MB
2.96 MB
2.58 MB

72.6
72.4
72.2
70.5

MobileNet V2
MobileNet V2
MobileNet V2
MobileNet V2

8 bit
6 bit
5 bit
4 bit

3.44 MB
2.92 MB
2.66 MB
2.40 MB

72.7
72.5
72.1
70.3

Name
AB-MobileNet V1
[8, 6, 5, 4] bits

AB-MobileNet V2
[8, 6, 5, 4] bits

AB-ResNet50
[4, 3, 2] bits

AB-MobileNet V1
[8, 6, 5, 4] bits

AB-MobileNet V2
[8, 6, 5, 4] bits

BitOPs

Size

Top-1 Acc.

FP

72.4 (-0.2)
72.4 (0.1)
72.1 (0.2)
71.1 (-0.2)

36.40 B
20.81 B
14.68 B
9.67 B

FP

72.6 (0.1)
72.4 (0.1)
72.1 (0.1)
70.8 (-0.3)

19.25 B
11.17 B
7.99 B
5.39 B

FP

76.1 (-0.2)
75.8 (-0.1)
73.2 (-0.1)

71.81 B
43.75 B
23.71 B

4.35 MB

72.3 (-0.3)
72.3 (-0.1)
72.0 (-0.2)
70.4 (-0.1)

36.40 B
20.81 B
14.68 B
9.67 B

3.83 MB

72.3 (-0.4)
72.3 (-0.2)
72.0 (-0.1)
70.3 (0.0)

19.25 B
11.17 B
7.99 B
5.39 B

Table 4. Comparison between individual quantization and AdaBits quantization for top-1 validation accuracy (%) of MobileNet V1/V2 and
ResNet50 on ImageNet. Note that we use two quantization schemes to compare our AdaBits with SAT baseline models where “original”
denotes the original DoReFa scheme and “modified” denote the modified scheme in Eq. (3) which enables producing weights for lower
bit-width from the 8-bit model. “FP” denotes the full-precision models is needed to recover weights in different bit-widths.

6. Discussion and Future Work

with our AdaBits algorithm.

Our approach for adaptive bit-width indicates that bitwidth of quantized models is an additional degree of freedom besides channel number, depth, kernel-size and resolution for adaptive models. Previous work [18, 47] demonstrate the possibility to utilize the trained adaptive models
for neural architecture search algorithms, based on which
improved architectures can be discovered under predefined
resource constraints. This suggests we might be able to
employ the quantized models with adaptive bit-widths to
search for bit-width in each layer or channel, for the purpose
of mixed-precision quantization [10, 44, 42, 41, 26]. On the
other hand, adding bit-widths to the list of channel numbers,
depth, kernel-size, and resolution enlarges design space for
adaptive models, which could enable more powerful adaptive models and facilitate more real world applications, such
as face alignment [30, 50] and compressive imaging system [29].
Evaluation of AdaBits with other quantization methods
is another future work. Due to numerous algorithms for
neural network quantization, we only select a state-of-theart algorithm SAT to validate the effectiveness of adaptive
bit-width. Since our joint training approach is general and
can be combined with any quantization algorithms based on
quantization-aware training, we believe similar results can
be achieves by combining other quantization approaches

7. Conclusion
In this paper, we investigate the possibility to adaptively
configure bit-widths for deep neural networks. After investigating several baseline methods, we propose a joint training
approach to optimize all selected bit-widths in the quantized
model. Another treatment named Switchable Clipping Level
is proposed to privatize clipping level parameters to each
bit-width and to eliminate undesired interference between
different bit-widths. The final AdaBits approach achieves
similar accuracies as models quantized with different bitwidths individually, for a wide range of models including
MobileNet V1/V2 and ResNet50 on the ImageNet dataset.
This new kind of adaptive models widen the choices for
designing dynamic models which can instantly adapt to different hardwares and resource constraints.
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